MANIFESTO

Manthan Shingala(150040002), If elected as sports secretary for hostel 9 I propose to do the following:

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIPS--:
- Players will be informed well in advance of their respective GCs, Important players shall be personally informed about GCs and posters shall be put up for publicizing the GCs
- Ensure proper practice for GCs and that the practice slots are utilised well
- Ensure that the timings for practice slots are conveyed properly to the players
- Ensure the availability of all the required equipments during practice sessions as well as GCs
- Refreshments such as glucose, bananas, nimbu pani, etc. will be provided during GCs
- Ensure the availability of medical kit during practice sessions as well as GCs
- Pictures of GCs and intras shall be put up in the sports room

INTRA HOSTEL--:
- Will help in organizing various intra hostel competitions like TT, pool, foosball, chess, carrom and volleyball
- Will ensure that all intras are conducted with proper GC rules
- Will do my best for the completion of Nine Premier League (NPL)

INFRASTRUCTURE--:
- Ensure that all the sports equipment will be maintained in terms of quantity or quality
- Will divide sports equipment’s in two parts: One for general use i.e. anyone can issue equipment’s and other for GC purpose only
- Will ensure that all lights are working in the ground and ground are maintained properly with the help of maintenance councillor

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER--:
- Coordinate with hostel council for smooth functioning and overall development of the hostel
- Work with full enthusiasm in PAF, valfi, nautanki and other hostel events

CREDENTIALS--:
- Sports Freshman of the year for Hostel9
- Participated in Chess, TT, Squash, Tennis GCs
- Won silver medals for my hostels in Squash and TT GCs
- Was the manager and player of the winning team in the Institute TT league